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Limiter RedesignTM is Both a Technical Process and an Attitude

Rate of Penetration (ROP)

Identify what limits you from raising WOB. Redesign or change practices to extend the limitation.
Repeat, forever….. or to the economic limit of redesign
Rig top drive or rotary torque
Onset of Dysfunction
• Bit Balling
• Vibrations
• Interfacial Severity
• Bottom Hole Balling

Drill string make-up torque
Instability and Hole Cleaning

Founder Point
LWD Data Acquisition

All limiters lie on a single line,
which allows us to prioritize
them. There can be only one, at
a given moment in time

Motor differential rating
− Reaming
− Circulating
− Tripping

Weight on Bit (WOB)

We Use MSE to Identify Bit Dysfunction
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Mechanical Specific Energy
Teale’s Original Lab Equation (Work per Volume of Rock)
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1. Downhole MSE (Also called Bit MSE or Motor MSE)
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 =

4 𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 480 (𝐾𝑡 ∆𝑃)(𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 + 𝐾𝑛 𝑄)
+
𝜋𝐷2
𝐷2 𝑅𝑂𝑃

2. Total MSE (Also called Bit MSE or Motor MSE)
MSEtotal = Axial Work
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

+ String Rotational Work

+

Bit Rotational Work

4 𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 480 𝑻𝑸𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒇 − 𝑻𝑸𝒎𝒎 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 480 𝑇𝑄𝑚𝑚 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 + 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑚
+
+
𝜋𝐷2
𝐷2 𝑅𝑂𝑃
𝐷2 𝑅𝑂𝑃
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

4 𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 480 𝑇𝑄𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 480 (𝐾𝑡 ∆𝑃) 𝐾𝑛 𝑄
+
+
𝜋𝐷2
𝐷2 𝑅𝑂𝑃
𝐷2 𝑅𝑂𝑃

Rock in Ductile Failure Drills 1/3 The ROP (3x MSE)
How the rock fails is important. Brittle Failure drills 3x faster than ductile failure. In most footage it’s difficult
to manipulate conditions to stay in brittle failure as we get deeper and hydrostatic head increase.

The likelihood of ductile increases with conditions that limit the entry of filtrate into the gap below the chip:
1) higher hydrostatic head, 2) viscous fluid, 3) barite, 5) bentonite, 6) other fluid loss control additives, 5)
bentonite, 6} LGS > 3-5%.
Hydrostatic Head

PDC Ribbon
or Powder

ΔP

Pressure Falls Under Chip

Brittle

Ductile

Identify Failure Mode and Dysfunction (Baseline MSE)
MSEdownhole
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ROP is 150-200 fph with
40k lbs WOB.
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MSE is 1.5-2x higher than
the efficient baseline, so
ROP should be200-300
fph if there were no whirl.

High WOB, In Itself, Does Not Wear the Bit Faster
Force per area on a cutter cannot exceed rock strength or the rock gets out of
the way (breaks). So in 5,000 psi strength rock the force per area will be 5000
psi, no matter what WOB you use. Cutters wear from micro-chipping at the
sliding tip so sliding distance determines wear. Tripling the WOB triples the
DOC, which result sin 1/3 the sliding distance. Bits wear less per foot drilled at
higher WOB if there is no dysfunction.

Low WOB
High WOB

Wear

Less
Area
More Area

Damage

Pattern from a
different well
(Sonic LWD)

Low WOB

Higher WOB

Low WOB

High WOB
and BHA
Change

Raise the MW
Sequence of Events
1. Hole is cut in stressed rock. Stress attempts to
close the hole in the radial direction (reduce the
diameter a few thousandths)

2. Diameter declines so the circumference is
compressed tangentially (Hoop Stress)
3. If the Hoop Stress exceeds the rock strength
before the stresses come to equilibrium, the
rock breaks and the hole enlarges

Resisting
Pressure

4. If the Hoop Stress does not exceed the rock
strength, there is no breakout and the hole
remains gauge
5. We reduce hoop stress by increasing the
internal pressure (MW), which expands the
circumference

Establish Consistent Cavings Surveillance Workflow
From side of the hole with
σ1
From the side of the hole with the
the highest anisotropy
(i.e., side of high angle hole)

Angular or Splintery

Raise MW 0.2 - 0.5 ppg

lowest stress anisotropy
(i.e., top of high angle hole)

Tabular or Blocky

Raise MW 0.5 - 1.0 ppg

Filter Cake Morphology
Barite – primary bridging solid
Drill solids – also acts as bridging solids (a poor one)

Stops liquid (filtrate)
Stops solids
(bridging)

Filtration control material
Filter cakes or composed of two elements. Bridging solids
block the pore throats so other solids can’t go in. Filtration
Control material prevent the liquid phase from travelling
through the bridging solids.
1. Differential pressure captures solids off the bit. The %
composition of the initial cake will be the same as that of the
mud coming off the bit (full of drill solids).

Filtrate

2. Cake grows in thickness and the differential pressure
available to hold larger solids against the flow going by
declines. Cake can only hold smaller solids
3. When gaps in the solids in the face of the cake become small
enough (1- 4+ microns) the 1+ micron filtration control
material can seal the gaps

Wellbore → Formation
(ΔP)

High Angle Physics
No net lifting force,
falls rapidly
Gravity

Dynamic
fluid force
Buoyancy

Dynamic Once it hits bottom, how
fluid force does it get off? It doesn’t.

Resistive force

Buoyancy

It rolls or skips.

Gravity
Equilibrium Bed Height
(Fluid Force > Force required to roll)

SPE 28306

Fluid Shear
Rolling

High Angle (60-90) deg

SPE 134580

Enlarged Hole
Enlargements will fill until the “equilibrium” bed height is achieved, which is the height at which the
flow area is reduced to a point that the flowing velocity (shear) prevents additional bed growth
A2
Equilibrium

A1

Bed Height
A1  A2

Implications
• If the stored volume in the enlarged hole is mobilized, it will not fit in the gauge hole above the
enlargement. That’s why packoffs happen
• The stored volume is mobilized by transient hydraulic events: 1) rapid change in pump rate, 2)
surge flow due to rapid pipe movement , 3) rapid change in cuttings concentration arriving, 4)
accelerated flow around collars
• If you spend rig time circulating, reaming or tripping to trying to clean it out, enlarged hole will
just refill immediately due to low velocity

Operations Geology Must Be Involved in Bit Dysfunction and Damage
(Particularly Interfacial Severity Damage)
Whirl (lateral vibration) is
diagnosed from accelerated
wear on shoulder

Interfacial Severity damage is diagnosed from hinge failures
and fracturing into the face of the cutters and studs.
It looks different than whirl
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